A piece of investigation is generally a product of the concerted effort of a team, and in such an activity it becomes a rather trying task for an individual investigator to attribute the credit of the investigation to anyone in particular. While he feels equally indebted to every member of the academic community for the contribution towards the successful conduct of this piece of inquiry, the investigator, with pleasure, would like to place on record,

- the able and astute supervision given to the study by Dr. G.R. Sudame, Reader in Education, C.A.S.E., M.S. University of Baroda,

- the facilities provided and co-operation extended throughout the period of conduct of the investigation by Professor D.B. Desai, Head, C.A.S.E., and Dean, Faculty of Education and Psychology, M.S. University of Baroda,

- the appropriate and timely suggestions given to the study through a patient scrutiny at various stages of the investigation by Dr. M.S. Yadav, Professor in Education, C.A.S.E., M.S. University of Baroda,

- the meticulous manner in which attention of the investigator to relevant literature was drawn by the Librarian, Mrs. S.S. Padhye,

- the whole-hearted co-operation and support rendered to the investigation in respect of the field work by Mr. T. Janakiraman, Chief Producer of educational broadcasts, and Mr. V.N. Unni, Assistant Director of educational broadcasts, Directorate General, All India Radio, New Delhi.
Data for the study have been provided by the Producers of educational broadcasts, the Script Writers, the Headmasters, the Teachers, the Students, and the Principals of Colleges of Education, for which the investigator feels obliged.

The innumerable academic interactions with the researchers at the Centre which enriched the investigation in several ways is gratefully acknowledged.
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